
BUGGY ABOUT KINDERGARTEN 

MRS. SURMEIER’S CLASS –SEPT. 22,  2017 

Dear Parents, 

Happy Fall!!! 

The week has flown by as we are always so 

busy.  We also have been doing fun activities 

with the letters l.m.n.and o.  We read a Fall 

book and colored leaves for L, made monsters 

for m,  and owls for o.  In religion this week we 

learned that God made plants and animals. In 

class meetings, we discussed noticing others 

and looking at things deeper than the exterior 

attributes. We are learning to notice  how we 

should treat others and ourselves since we are 

all children of God.  We continue to practice 

the Sign of the Cross and are learning to genu-

flect in Church.  It is difficult to remember to 

kneel  and to do the Sign of the Cross.  Please 

encourage your child to do so when you attend 

Mass together.   

We began chapter 3 in Math this 

week.  This is a really fun chapter since it involves lots of 

manipulatives and some great flip charts on the promethe-

an board.  We began the chapter by discussing position 

words such as over, under, below, above, through, around, 

top, middle, and bottom.  We did several activities which 

required really good listening skills as well as a knowledge 

of the position words.  Then we learned before and after.  

These can be tricky since you have to be notice which direc-

tions the objects are heading.  Next week we will have fun 

with all kinds of patterns. 

 

Our reading lessons this week revolved around pets.  We read two 

realistic fiction books about pets and began to discuss story elements 

such as characters, setting, and plot.  We also discussed and practiced 

using the skill monitoring and clarifying– basically noticing whether 

the story is being understood and asking questions about anything 

which doesn’t make sense.  We spent time counting words  in sen-

tences and learning that a word has a space before it and a space 

after it.  This is a good skill to check at home– can your child count 

the number of words in a sentence?  If not, have him/her underline 

each word and be sure the space is not underlined.   

Another activity during reading has been using our very own readers 

to  read wordless stories.  What is the purpose?  Through reading 

wordless stories the students practice the concept of turning pages 

from left to right, learn to look for details in pictures, and practice 

speaking in complete sentences.  We can also identify characters, 

setting, and plot in wordless books.   

The identification and writing of letters a-o has been covered in 

class . Please keep reminding your child to write their letters from the 

top– this is a very  important habit to form and will be expected in 

first and second grade as well.  Also, encourage your child to grip 

their pencil with a “pinch, pinch, rest grip”. That is thumb and forefin-

ger gripping pencil and having the pencil rest on the third finger. 

Skills to Practice:  counting words in a sentence.  Part 

of reading is being able to identify what a word is in 

a written sentence and in a oral sentence.  For exam-

ple, if I say “Mary had a big lamb” the students 

would tell me that the sentence has  5 words.   

count objects to 25 or all the way to 100 :) 

Sight words: I, like, the ; next week: and 

 

Happy Birthday! 

 


